
Discover a Simple Way to Increase Productivity
60% or more at the Lockdowel IWF Atlanta
Booth 8073

New Lockdowel Slide-to-Lock Chair Assembly shows
that complex furniture designs can flat-pack easily.

See unique furniture and cabinet
creations all with hidden Lockdowel
fasteners for faster assembly and lower
labor and shipping costs--IWF Atlanta Aug
22-25

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, USA, August 17,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Lockdowel
customers report their assembly
productivity went up 60% or more
when they switched to Lockdowel
fastening.  Many of those customers
will be at the Lockdowel booth #8073
at IWF Atlanta, August 22-25. In
addition, IWF attendees can have a lot
of fun discovering the Lockdowel
assembly, flat packing and
manufacturing advantages. The
Lockdowel activities and exhibits at
Booth 8073 include:

*Lockdowel Arcade—How Fast Can You
Assemble a Drawer  Box? Test your
speed at the Lockdowel Arcade Games
and see how fast you can build a Lockdowel drawer box. It’s true; anyone can build a cabinet fast
with Lockdowel! But can you beat your personal best!?  Fastest time each day receives a prize. 

Whether you’re traveling to
IWF Atlanta or not, you can
see how your shop can
increase productivity by
switching to Lockdowel
fastening with our
Lockdowel Calculator from
our website.”

Dick Brown, Lockdowel VP of
Marketing

*RTA Chair Assembly—Preview the newest creation from
our Lockdowel Engineering Team – Lockdowel Slide-to-Lock
Chair Assembly. This new assembly method for chairs
proves that chairs made with Lockdowel fasteners can save
60% or more in shipping costs.

*Create a dream kitchen with Lockdowel fastened
cabinetry from Bella IMC. --Use the Bella IMC Virtual
Kitchen Kiosk to choose your room dimensions, windows
and doors placement and selections, and endless choices
of cabinets,  flooring, textures, colors and surfaces. Pricing
included and view it in 3D! 

*Spinning closet, pantry or garage storage systems from

Closet Outlet. These assemble simply with Lockdowel fastening. Once more they can
disassemble and build again. Closet Outlet creates “closets for life!"

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.lockdowel.com
http://www.bellaIMC.com


Experience Virtual Reality Kitchen Designing with the
new Bella IMC Kiosk at IWF Lockdowel Booth 8073.

Closet Outlet Revolving Closets turn to give additional
storage space. Easily assembled with Lockdowel
invisible, snap-in fastening.

*Murphy Door will have two Lockdowel
fastened secret doors with shelving.
The Lockdowel fasteners are invisible
and give each piece a smooth custom
look.

*Simple, fast assembly will be
demonstrated  live continuously. 

*The latest Cabinet Vision software
library makes it easy to switch to
Lockdowel, come see how!

*Preview the newest equipment for
edge boring and insertion of
Lockdowel fasteners.

*See Lockdowel award-winning door
slides, snap-in hinges, shelf tighteners
and our array of nylon and metal
fasteners. Our simple fasteners never
require glue, screws or drills to
assemble. And they always assemble
60% faster than traditional methods.  

"Whether you’re traveling to IWF
Atlanta or not, you can see how your
shop can increase productivity by
switching to Lockdowel fastening with
our Lockdowel Calculator from our
website," Dick Brown, Lockdowel
Marketing VP says.  

"If you would like to talk to a Lockdowel
engineer or account manager at IWF
please email us so a time can be
arranged that is good for everyone,"
Brown adds.  Email
info@Lockdowel.com
www.Lockdowel.com 

About Lockdowel

Lockdowel provides simple
manufacturing, assembly, and
installation solutions for cabinets,
furniture, closets, and architectural
millwork. Patent pending.  Lockdowel
41920 Christy Street, Fremont, CA
94538 , (650)477-7112
www.lockdowel.com
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